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Empowering wellness: Kellton’s transformational 

path with DoveMed


Kellton partnered with DoveMed to revolutionize healthcare access and information 
dissemination. Overcoming dynamically changing goals and roadmaps, we 
implemented cutting-edge solutions by migrating the service to Kubernetes and 
introducing ephemeral environments. This transformed DoveMed from a blogging site 
to one of the largest medical portals in the USA, serving over 11 Mn users and 
connecting thousands of hospitals and millions of physicians. Our agile approach and 
dedication to excellence set new industry standards, fostering constant improvement. 
DoveMed's growth, under our guidance, empowers individuals with reliable medical 
information, positioning the platform as a trailblazer in healthcare accessibility.
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Client in spotlight

DoveMed is a trusted and physician-approved health information source, empowering 
users with reliable medical knowledge. As Kellton’s customer, DoveMed aims to be a go-
to resource for healthcare information, providing easy-to-understand content accessible 
across web and mobile platforms. DoveMed is transforming into one of the largest 
medical portals in the USA, serving millions of users and connecting numerous healthcare 
providers. With a commitment to credibility and a dedication to promoting wellness 
worldwide, DoveMed's mission aligns perfectly with Kellton’s values of delivering 
innovative solutions that positively impact industries and people's lives.
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Key challenges

01 DoveMed embarked on a challenging journey, starting as a blogging site with 
medical articles and evolving into one of the largest medical portals in the USA

02 Dynamically adapting to rapidly changing user needs and advancements in 
medicine was fundamental for DoveMed to grow

Solution

To address the challenges and achieve DoveMed's goals, Kellton, as its technology 
partner, provided a modern and innovative approach to its website. Significant changes 
were made to the system to ensure it could handle the increasing number of visitors and 
keep up with changing technology demands. Kellton led the migration of the entire 
service to Kubernetes, a platform that helps websites run smoothly even during times of 
high traffic and reduces the risk of breakdowns. This upgrade provided a strong 
foundation for growth and ensured the website remained available to users whenever 
they needed it.



Additionally, Kellton introduced "Ephemeral Environments," that provide robust, on-
demand platforms for running tests, previewing features, and collaborating 
asynchronously across teams allowing clients to test and review improvements to the 
website. This change made it much easier and more efficient to add new features, as 
each feature could be developed and tested separately without causing any issues with 
the rest of the website.



Overall, with our help, DoveMed successfully grew into one of the largest medical portals 
in the USA, serving over 11 Mn users. The website now connects thousands of hospitals 
and lists millions of physicians, offering a vast collection of healthcare articles. Thanks to 
Kellton’s solutions, DoveMed became a trusted and accessible resource for anyone 
seeking reliable medical information.

03 Balancing client requests with building a flexible architecture and infrastructure 
was essential to support product pivots and future roadmaps

Fun Fact

59% of American adults have looked for health 
information online in the past year, i.e., 2022.
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Insights and Impact | Empowering Healthcare Access and 
Innovation

Kellton's modern solutions have caused a big positive change in the healthcare field. 
We've helped DoveMed, a medical website, become a top player in the USA. By making 
smart changes like moving to Kubernetes and using Ephemeral Environments, we made 
sure DoveMed can grow easily in the future. The results have been amazing. DoveMed 
now helps more than 11 Mn users, connecting lots of hospitals and millions of doctors. 
This means reliable medical info is available to many people. Our flexible approach 
encourages always getting better while setting new standards in the industry.



As we keep working with DoveMed, it's clear that it will make healthcare information and 
access better. Kellton's commitment to aiming high and trying new things makes 
DoveMed a leader, giving people an easier way to get good medical insights. This 
teamwork has the power to change healthcare by making sure everyone can get helpful 
medical information easily.

10 Mn
Number. of users served since 
its inception across 190+ 
countries

1.3 Mn
Number of listed physicians 
& healthcare professionals 
on the website

6,300
Number of listed hospitals 

on the website
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